COME CLEAN, GO CLEAN
Simple steps for protecting properties

WASHING DOWN VEHICLES

1. WASH DOWN
At the designated wash down area, hose exterior of vehicle to remove trash and mud. Pay extra attention to:
- wheel arches
- tyre treads
- side steps

2. DECONTAMINATE
Use a decontaminant (e.g. Farmcleanse, Bio-Cleanse or equivalent) to disinfect:
- vehicle exterior
- tyres
- interior foot pedals
- floor mats
- tools and shoes

Dirty vehicles, machinery and equipment can carry pests, diseases and weed seeds onto properties.

COME CLEAN, GO CLEAN!

3. FINAL RINSE
Rinse vehicle and wash away remaining dirt from the wash down area. Leave it clean for the next person.

HELPING VISITORS KEEP CLEAN

PROVIDE:
- signs with contact details or directions
- designated parking areas
- a designated farm vehicle to be used on the property

A GOOD WASH DOWN AREA:
- is located away from production areas
- has a hard surface e.g. concrete or gravel
- drains away from waterways and production areas